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The ground-state energy of two electrons on a ring is calculated for the one-dimensional
Hubbard model with positive and negative on-site interaction and for the contraction model with
additive and multiplicative interaction terms. Thec/2e periodicity of the ground-state
energy with respect to a fluxF threading the loop is derived. The periodicity may serve as an
indication of superconductivity. The results are shown to be consistent with the Lieb–Wu
solution forF50 limit. In addition, the new states that were missing in the Lieb–Wu solution
are derived. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00504-0#
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the possible mechanisms of high temperature su-
perconductivity attention was focused in the last years on
strongly correlated systems,1 non Fermi-liquid scenarios,2,3
magnetic schemes~ pin-fluctuation4,5 and spin-bag6! and soft
orbital mode interaction mechanisms.7,8 The generic Hamil-
tonian underlying these models are the one-, two-, or three-
band Hubbard positive- or negative-U Hamiltonians and
contraction Hamiltonians with a hopping amplitude which
depends upon the sum or product of the near-site occupation
number operators. The criterion for superconductivity can be
learned in the pairing instability, in the Meissner effect, or in
flux quantization. In this paper some of the above models are
considered in an assumption that halving of the flux period-
icity in the energy versus flux dependence
~hc/e to hc/2e! may serve as an indication of the supercon-
ducting transition.
The purpose of this paper is to show some new states for
the one-dimensional Hubbard model, which are missing in
the Lieb–Wu9 solution, and to show that the contraction
model may serve as a mechanism for superconductivity.
Similar states appear in other strongly correlated models of
high-Tc superconductivity. Specifically, we will analyze in
this paper three Hamiltonians for strongly correlated fermi-
ons:
~1! Hubbard model with repulsive on-site interaction.5
~2! Negative-U Hubbard Hamiltonians.27,28
~3! Contraction-pairing mechanisms.7,8,10
It is known that direct O-O hopping in high-Tc super-
conductors is important. Since oxygen in oxides like
YBa2Cu3O61x has almost filledp-shell configuration, holes
in a p6 shell may play a similar role for the conduction in
oxides in question, as the electrons from nearly empty
atomic shells in conventional metals do. Oxygen atoms are
specific in the sense that change of the oxygen ionization
state~O0 to O2 and O22! results in a dramatic increase of
px ,py orbitals in the CuO plane, and therefore in the increase
of the magnitude of hopping between near oxygen~as well
as near oxygen-copper! sites. A non-s-wave orbital
configuration10 is expected to survive with consideration of
this occupation-dependent hopping.
2. GROUND-STATE ENERGY OF TWO ELECTRONS IN THE
HUBBARD MODEL WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
ON-SITE INTERACTION
We consider a loop ofNa lattice sites with a magnetic
flux F threading the loop~Fig. 1!. The electrons can hop
between neighboring lattice sites, and each site can be occu-
pied by at most two electrons with opposite spins. The












1 andcj s are respectively the creation and annihi-
lation operators of an electron with spin projections at the
j th lattice site, t is the electron hopping amplitude,
a5(2p/Na)(F/F0) ~here F05hc/e is the magnetic flux
quantum!, nj s is the occupation number operator, andU is
on-site interaction term. The energy spectrum ofH is invari-
ant under the replacement oft by 2t. Hence, we assume
t511 in appropriate units.
The wave function for two electrons, one with spin up






whereu0& is a vacuum state.
The eigenvalue equationHuC&5EuC& leads to
2@~ f ~x111, x2!1 f ~x1 ,x211!!e
ia1~ f ~x121, x2!
1 f ~x1 ,x221!!e
2 ia#1Ud~x1 ,x2! f ~x1 ,x2!
5E f~x1 ,x2! ~3!
or, in the momentum space,
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f K12K,K21K , ~4!
where K1,25(2p/Na)n1,2 with n1,250,1,2,...,Na21. Here
f K1 ,K2 is assumed to satisfy the periodicity condition









where PQ5(1/Na)(K f K12K,K21K , Q5K11K25(2p/
Na)n, andp5(2p/Na)m. Hence, either the term inside the
parentheses orPQ should be equal to zero.
„I … PQÞ0. The Lieb and Wu solution
For PQÞ0, the term inside the parentheses should be



































Sn(E) can be calculated by transforming Eq.~8! to an inte-




3 R dz zNanz2~eia1e2 i ~Q1a!!1Ez1~ei ~Q1a!1e2 ia! .
~10!






whereE054 cos(Q/21a). For E
2,E0
2, both of the polesz1
and z2 are on the unit circle andSn50 vanishes, while for
E2.E0
2 one of them is inside the unit circle and the other one
is outside of it, andSn50 does not vanish. For both cases
S~E!5
1




wherex can be real or complex, depending on whetherE2 is
smaller or larger thanE0






Eq. ~6! takes the form
exp@ i ~k1,22a!Na#5
sin k1,22L1 iU /4







Equation~14! is identical to the Lieb and Wu solution9 in the
a50 limit.
It is possible to express the eigenvalueE of the system
as
FIG. 1. Configuration of the sample. There areNa lattice sites on the ring
which can be numbered from 1 toNa . The flux F piercing the ring is
produced by a solenoid inserted inside the ring.
FIG. 2. Poles of the integrand in the complex plane.E2,E0
2 ~a! and
E2.E0
2 ~b!, whereE0524 cosb for evenn andE0524 cosb cos(p/Na)
for odd n.
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E522~cosk11cosk2!524 cosx cosb, ~16!




52sS 4 sin x cosbU D
s
, ~17!
where s511 or 21 for odd or even value ofn@n
5Q/(2p/Na)#.
For U.0, E2 is always less thanE0
2; hencex is always
real. ForU,0 with evenn, E2 is always larger thanE0
2, so
that x is complex. But for oddn and smalluUu values (U
,0), x might be real. Let us consider Eq.~17! for negative







To have a solution of this equation, 1/uUu should not be
larger than the maximum value of its right-hand side. Ac-
cordingly, the critical valueuUcr(Na)u can be found. The
values ofuUu which are smaller than thisuUcru have realx;
others have complex in Eq. ~17!.
„II … PQ50. The new state
If PQ is equal to zero, then either a new eigenvalue of
the system is found as
E522 cos~q1a!22 cos~Q2q1a!, ~19!
with K15q andK25Q2q, or f K1K250 for anyK1 andK2 .
But all f ’s cannot be zero; otherwiseuC&50. Summation of
all f ’s, so thatPQ is equal to zero whilef ’s are individually
not all zero only if for two different values ofq, 2 cos(q
1a)12 cos(Q2q1a) are coinciding.
For positive on-site interactionU, this eigenvalue be-
comes the minimum energy of the system whenn is odd. For
U,0 it does not become the minimum eigenvalue of the
system.
The ground-state energy values are summarized in
Table I.
The dependence of the ground-state energy on the flux is
shown in Fig. 3.
A. Dependence of the amplitude of energy oscillations on
the number of sites
The dependenceE(F) is shown schematically in Fig. 4,
whereDE1 andDE2 are the amplitudes ofhc/e andhc/2e
oscillations.








Here there is aF0/2 periodicity, which resembles the pairing
of electrons as in a superconductor, but the amplitude of the
energy oscillations decreases with inverse square of the
TABLE I. Minimum energy for different values ofU.
U.0 U,0
E524 cosx cosb E524 coshk cosb
evenn with x ~real! determined by withk determined by
tan(Nax/2)5U/4 sinx cosb tanh(Nak/2)5uUu/4 sinhk cosb
U,Ucr Ucr,U,0
E524 coshk cosb, E524 cosx cosb,
odd n E524 cosb cos(p/Na) wherek is determined by wherex is determined by
tanh(Nak/2)54 sinhk cosb/uUu tan(Nak/2)54 sinhx cosb/uUu
FIG. 3. Energy versus flux for two electrons withNa510. ~a! Solid curves
1–3 correspond to the Lieb–Wu solution and the dashed curve corresponds
to the new states found by us. ForU.0 (U510) this new state becomes the
minimum energy of the system.~b! The same as~a! to show theF0/2
periodicity more clearly. It is clearly seen that the Lieb–Wu solution~solid
curves1–3! does not lead to theF0/2 periodicity alone.~c! U5210. As in
~a!, the solid curves1–3 are the lowest-lying eigenvalues found by the
Lieb–Wu solution. Similarly, the dashed curve corresponds to the new state
found by us. ForU,0 the new eigenvalue does not become the minimum
energy of the system.~d! The same as~c! to show the periodicity more
clearly.
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number of lattice sites~Fig. 5a!. If uUu→uUcru, then the am-
plitude of oscillation corresponding tohc/2e becomes
smaller and atU5Ucr it vanishes. Note, however, that for
very large values ofNa ,uUcru becomes quite small; hence
even for very smalluUu the behavior of energy with respect
to flux is the same. The behavior of ground-state energy is
shown explicitly for various values ofU and Na in Figs.
5c–5f. In the very largeNa limit, using Eqs.~16! and ~17!,
we can show that
E'2AU2116 cos2 b ~21!
for even and odd values ofn. The last expression can be
obtained directly from Eq.~7! by changing the summation
over p to an integral.









2 S 12 S UNa81UNaD
2D 2. ~23!
Hence, for U3Na→`, DE15DE251/4(2p2/Na2). Both
DE1 and DE2 behave like 1/Na
2, and DE1 /DE2→1 ~Fig.
FIG. 4. Energy oscillations for two electrons.DE1—amplitude of hc/e
periodicity,DE2—amplitude ofhc/2e periodicity.
FIG. 5. ~a! Minimal energy versus flux forNa510 and 20 (U5210). Comparison of oscillations forNa510 and 20 shows the 1/Na
2 behavior of the
amplitude.~b! Minimal energy versus flux forNa510 and 15 (U510). As the number of sites increases~larger Na!, DE1 /DE2 approaches 1.~c–f!
Ground-state energy for different values ofNa and negativeU. Compared to the oscillations in~a! for Na510 amplitudeDE2 becomes smaller in~c!. This
occurs becauseU comes closer toUcr , if larger values ofU were used, even smallerDE2 values would be obtained.~d!, ~e!, and~f! demonstrates the behavior
of the system withNa5100. This time even withU521, DE2 is still almost equal toDE1 , because for larger values ofNa ,Ucr becomes larger and
approaches zero. ForU520.1 a decrease inDE2 is observed.~g–j! Ground-state energy for different values ofNa and for positiveU. For smaller values of
U(U→0)DE2 becomes smaller. But just as in theU,0 case, for larger values ofNa , even for very small values ofU, there is still aF0/2 periodicity. It
should be noted that in all cases, asNa→`, all oscillations vanish,DE1,2→0.
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5b!. But for U→0, U3Na→0; DE152p2/Na2 and DE2
50. The plots of energy versus flux behavior of the system
for positiveU are shown explicitly in Figs. 5g–5j.
With the new state found in our work, anhc/2e period-
icity of the ground-state energy appears even for positiveU.
This branch vanishes gradually asU→0. It is not possible to
find this periodicity with the Lieb–Wu solution.
B. Comparison with other theories
The energy oscillations with thehc/2e periodicity were
calculated in the strongly correlated electron models, includ-
ing the Hubbard model, in a number of papers.11–17 In some
papers18–21 the Hubbard model was examined by using the
Lieb and Wu solution.9 The oscillations with thehc/2e pe-
riodicity for negativeU can be found by starting directly
from the original solution presented by Lieb and Wu, since
the new state found in our work does not become the mini-
mum energy state. But for positiveU, new states should be
included to obtain the correcthc/2e periodicity. The Lieb
and Wu solution does not lead to thec/2e periodicity for
positiveU.
1! Why Lieb–Wu is incomplete:
Let us consider the Lieb–Wu equations~with no magnetic
flux F!
exp~ iNak1!5
sin k12sin k21 iU /2
sin k12sin k22 iU /2
, ~24!
exp~ iNak2!5
sin k22sin k11 iU /2
sin k22sin k12 iU /2
. ~25!
Dividing the first equation by the second, withk11k25Q
andk12k252k, we obtain
exp~2iNak!5S 2 sin k cos~Q/21a!1 iU /22 sin k cos~Q/21a!2 iU /2D
2
. ~26!
The energy equation is
E522~cosk11cosk2!524 cos~Q/2!cosk, ~27!
and the new eigenvalue found by us is
E524 cos~Q/2!cos~p/Na!. ~28!
Therefore,k should be equal top/Na in Eq. ~27!. According
to Eq. ~26! it is obvious that this is possible only ifU50.
The Lieb–Wu solution does not give this result for allU
exceptU50.
In the original paper of Lieb and Wu9 it is explicitly
stated that the momentakj should be unequal, which means
that bothI 12I 2 andI 11I 2 cannot be equal to zero~I 1 andI 2
are integers in the original paper of Lieb and Wu.9 This is
also the case in our procedures. In terms of our approach,
k50 should be excluded from the solution set. But in some
papers14 k1 is assumed to be equal tok2 , so thatk50 and a
F0/2 periodicity is obtained by accident.
3. CONTRACTION MODEL
A. Physical background
In the investigation of unusual electronic properties of
metal-oxide compounds it was proposed7,8,22 that the new
features in the electronic band conduction in oxide metals
should be included. The first one is the possibility that
‘‘intrinsic-hole’’ rather than intrinsic-electron carriers may
play a role. The second one is that, provided intrinsic holes
are at work, one-particle picture of the electronic transport is
not fully adequate, because the interaction between holes~re-
pulsive or attractive! must be included, and because the fact
that the hopping of holes in itself cannot be considered as
constant in amplitude and is strongly dependent upon site
occupation.
Normally, two oxygen atoms have a strong tendency to
make covalent bonding, which results in the formation of an
oxygen molecule, O2. However, in a proper chemical sur-
rounding, this may not happen if the nearest neighbor atoms
are not too close to each other. In this case the other scenario,
which is reminiscent of metallic oxygen, applies. We can
assume that this is just what happens in the metal-oxide su-
perconductors. In the CuO2 plane of the latter, due to large
ionic radii of oxygen, the oxygen orbitals overlap each other
almost as strongly as the near site oxygen and copper orbitals
do. The O2 molecules therefore are not formed, and the elec-
trons derived from thep6 shell are the conducting electrons.
The charge carriers are holes in thep6 shell, which propagate
from one oxygen anion to the next nearest one by hopping.
Because of the contraction of thep orbital of oxygen as a
result of occupation by a hole, hole hopping between
nearest-neighbor sites (i , j ) is dependent on the opposite-spin
hole occupation number. In the second quantization repre-
sentation it was suggested to consider the hopping matrix
elementt i j as an operator which depends on the occupation
number operatorsni and nj at the atomic sitesRi and Rj .
There are three independent matrix elements,t0 , t1 , and t2
~Refs. 23 and 26!, which in the case of two oxygen anions









t i j 5t0~12ni ,2s!~12nj ,2s!1t1@ni ,2s~12nj ,2s!
1nj ,2s~12ni ,2s!#1t2ni ,2snj ,2s . ~30!
The occupation dependence of the hopping can be repre-
sented in another form:
t i j 52t1Vni ,2snj ,2s1W~ni ,2s1nj ,2s!, ~31!
where from Eq.~30! we obtain
t52t0 , V5t022t11t2 , W5t12t0 . ~32!
Hence, the 1D version of the interacting holes in an anion
network can be represented by the following Hamiltonian,
which includes the on-site interaction termU:










1 cj 11,s@Vnj ,2snj 11,2s1W~nj ,2s
1nj 11,2s!#exp~ ia!1H.c. ~33!
The effect of the coupling term W has been considered in
great detail in the paper of Hirsch and Marsiglio,7 as well as
by Kulik et al.8,25
B. Bound state of two electrons
As before, we use the wave function for two electrons,



























n50 , 1, 2;«k52 cosk. Hence, either the determinant of the
first matrix is equal to zero or both terms of the vector are
zero.
For two electronsV does not show up. The effect ofV in
the weak-coupling regime was considered previously.8




It is possible to have bothF0 andF1 equal to zero, while all
f ’s are not individually equal to zero only if for two different
values ofq, 2 cos(q1a)12 cos(Q2q1a) are coinciding.
For the other case, i.e., when determinant of the first
matrix in Eq.~35! is equal to zero, the transcendental equa-




The plot ofS0(E) is presented in Fig. 6. Equation~39! can
be solved numerically, which is done to test our results. If we
set W50 in the last equation, we immediately obtain the
result of the 1D Hubbard model discussed in Sec. 2. With
similar calculations as in the previous sections, the minimum
energy corresponding to Eq.~39! is found as
E52~cosk11cosk2!524 cosx cosb, ~40!




52sS 4~W21!2 sin x cosbU24W~W22!cosx cosb D
s
. ~41!
Here s511 or 21 for odd or even values ofn. In the
hatched region in Fig. 7 for odd values ofn the expression
FIG. 6. Plot of the transcendental equation for the contraction model. The
intersection points ofS0(E) ~solid line! with 1/F(E) ~dashed line! give the
energy eigenvalues. HereNa510, F5F0/2, n59, U522, andW51.5.
FIG. 7. Phase space for bound states of two electrons. The hatched region
corresponds to the free propagating states and the nonhatched region corre-
sponds to the bound states of two electrons within the contraction model.
The solid line corresponds to the equationU52W(W22)E1 , whereE1
524 cosb for evenn andE1524 cosb cos(p/Na) for odd n.
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E524 cos~p/Na!cosb ~42!
gives the minimum energy value. The curve in Fig. 7 corre-
sponds to U52W(W22)E1 , where E1524 cosb for
evenn and E1524 cosb cos(p/Na) for odd n. The result-
ing values of the ground-state energy for different values of
U andW are summarized in Table II.
HereUcr is found in a similar way to that of the Hubbard
model. The energy-versus-flux dependence for two electrons
in the contraction model is shown in Fig. 8.
The amplitudes of the energy oscillations in theNa@1
limit are found as follows:
~i! For the nonhatched region below the curve~the








Hence there is aF0/2 periodicity. The branch corresponding
to the expression in Eq.~42! for odd n does not become the
minimum energy; it is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 8a. As
U→Ucr from below, the branch which is marked as 2 in Fig.
8c fades away from being the minimum energy. Eventually,
at U5Ucr there is no moreF0/2 periodicity. For very large
Na(Na→`), Ucr→4W(W22). It is interesting that in this
very large Na limit E1→24, so that the curve in Fig. 7
corresponds toU54W(W22);Ucr . Hence, for very large
Na , anyU which satisfiesU,4W(W22) is less thanUcr ;
therefore, almost always there is aF0/2 periodicity in the
nonhatched region in Fig. 7.
~ii ! For the shaded region above the curve in Fig. 7 the
expression in Eq.~42! becomes the minimum energy of the
system. This branch is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 8a.










2 S ~U24W~W22!!Na8~W21!21Na@U24W~W22!# D
2
. ~46!
TABLE II. Minimum energy for different values ofU.
U.2W(W22)E1
hatched part in Fig. 7
U,2W(W22)E1
nonhatched part in Fig. 7
E524 cosx cosb E524 coshk cosb
evenn
with x ~real! determined by withk ~real! determined by
tanSNax2 D5 U24W~W22!cosx cosb4~W21!2 sinx cosb tanhNak2 52 U24W~W22!coshk cosb4~W21!2 sinhk cosb
U,Ucr U.Ucr
E524 coshk cosb, E524 cosx cosb,
odd n E524 cosb cos(p/Na)













FIG. 8. Energy versus flux for two electrons in the contraction mechanism.
Note the resemblance of this figure to Fig. 3. Here instead ofU.0 there is
U.2W(W22)E1 ; similarly for U,0 there is theU,24W(W22) cri-
terion. In ~a! the solid curves correspond to the expression~40! and the
dashed curve corresponds to the expression~42!. Just like forU.0 in the
Hubbard model, in the contraction model forU.2W(W22)E1 the dashed
curve becomes the minimal energy of the model.~b! The same as~a! to
show the behavior of the system more clearly. In~a! and ~b! Na510, U
522, W51.5. In ~c! U,2W(W22)E1 , just as in the Hubbard model for
U,0, the solution corresponding to Eq.~42! does not take place as the
minimum energy of the model. The solid curves1–3 correspond to Eq.~40!
and the dashed curve corresponds to Eq.~42!. ~d! is the same as~c! to show
the behavior more clearly. In~c! and ~d! Na510, U52, andW521.
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For (U24W(W22))Na→`, DE15DE251/4(2p2/Na2).
But for (U24W(W22))Na→0, DE152p2/Na2, and DE2
50.
All results found here and in the previous section for the
Hubbard model are in close correlation. In the Hubbard
model and the contraction model two different types of so-
lutions were found. For the Hubbard model a new type of
solution gives theF0/2 periodicity forU.0, which is absent
in the Lieb–Wu solution, while in the contraction model this
type of solution gives theF0/2 periodicity for U.2W(W
22)E1 . In the Hubbard model forU,0 can be larger or
smaller thanE0 , depending on whetherU is larger or
smaller than a critical valueUcr . Similarly for the contrac-
tion model for U,2W(W22)E1 ,E can be larger or
smaller thanE0 , depending on whetherU is larger or
smaller thanUcr . For Hubbard modelUcr becomes zero for
very large Na , for contraction model it becomes 4W(W
22). In all these inequalities one can get Hubbard model
type relations settingW50 in contraction model relations.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the one-dimensional Hubbard model and the contrac-
tion model for two electrons, the periodicity of ground-state
energy with respect to flux ishc/2e. Our study shows that
the solution for a one-dimensional Hubbard model by Lieb
and Wu9 in 1968 is not complete, at least for two electrons.
For positive on-site interaction new states found by us cor-
respond to the ground-state energy. Hence, they play an im-
portant role for correct behavior of the ground-state energy
of the system. Generalizing the current results to more than
two electrons will be the task of a future work. It is very
likely that for more than two electrons new states, which
cannot be determined by the Lieb and Wu results, will be
found. The model for the ground-state energy of contraction
has ahc/2e periodicity also. But it is not easy to speak about
superconductivity very clearly. For some range of the values
of U andW it is likely that this model results in supercon-
ductivity. To show that this model serves as a model for
superconductivity, other probing methods should be used.
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